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Bob’s Film
If you ask me, the real problem with Bob’s film is a serious lack of problem. You know,
that old principle of story-telling where the main character desires some thing or some
one, and there are all these obstacles they have to overcome. I think everyone learns this
in school, shortly after they learn how to write with a pencil.
Bob is known for working on a next-to-nothing budget, so his ‘dressing rooms’ are situated
in the men’s and women’s toilets. I have to plug a standing lamp into a long extension
chord, which means that the door will not shut properly. One of the crew members
sourced a tall bar stool so the actors can sit and see themselves in the mirrors above the
sinks. I wear heels every day to make sure I am tall enough to reach their faces.
Today, I’m doing Jolanda’s makeup in preparation for her ‘big scene’. I stand and wait
while Bob draws a dotted line with a red felt pen around her neck where the rope will
go.
A layer of perspiration breaks out on the actress’ forehead, tiny crystal beads
shimmering.
Bob steps forwards, gently rests his hands on her shoulder and puts his
face close to hers to whisper something encouraging. I pretend not to be listening.
She smiles in a way that appears to be painful.
“Knock ‘em dead honey! Ha ha”, he laughs and kisses her loudly, the sound bouncing off
the emerald green ceramic wall tiles. As he leaves, I listen to the sound of his squeaking
sneakers that eventually fade away.
Left alone, Jolanda and I both stare at her reflection as a small glass worm inches down
her cheek.
See, it’s all just a downward spiral really. Not exactly contending to be the next feel-good
movie of the year.
I recently overheard the director’s assistant say that the script is autobiographical, and
now I cannot stop wondering why anyone would create such an unflattering portrait of
himself... Bob is using his own home for part of the set. I ask him exactly how he plans
to film the scene where Robert sets the house on fire. He laughs as though I am making
a joke.
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I would like to say that what happens next is caused by alcohol, but I realize that my
behaviour is entirely my own fault.
After we wrap up the final day of shooting, Bob takes us out for drinks at a bar that has no
windows, situated about a mile from the lake. Everyone becomes exceptionally drunk.
There are only a few of us left when I start telling Bob that I do not understand his film.
At first, they are all laughing. Then I tell him that he lacks compassion. How on earth
could anyone be expected to empathize with such a deplorable character, I asked. The
smiles trail away. To be completely fair, I have done far more work today than I have done
throughout the entire film:
Bob was completely obsessed by the soggy and bloated, two-day old corpse, and wanted
to reshoot the final scene where the body is dragged from the water, again and again. He
claimed this was the most important moment -- but I believe he merely enjoyed playing
out the fantasy of his own death. The whole thing was relentless. I was certain that the
actor was actually going to die as he was so exhausted and kept getting water in his
throat. All the while, the camera guy was stuck filming up in a tree, his face becoming
increasingly red, like an angry, sweaty sun in the sky.
Each time they pulled the body out I had to reapply blue, green and purple from the
‘drowned/ deceased wheel’. By the last take, I was scrapping the bottom of the plastic
container.
In the bar, I stand and lean forward to tell him that I predict that exactly zero people will
go to see this film, and that the best thing for him to do at this point is to ditch the whole
project and not bother paying an editor. The notion that any person should want to marry
that guy, let alone seven women, is ridiculous. I am shouting at this point, really letting
him have it. The strangest thing is that he just sits there, starring past me, smiling. I feel
as though I am auditioning for him and he is loving my performance. When the stream of
abuse finally stops emitting from my mouth, I think he might start clapping.
But he does not. Bob remains in his seat for a moment, that grin still pinned to his face.
Then he pushes his chair back, rises and shakes his head, walks to the bar and orders
another bottle of beer. Something about his stance, as he leans one arm over the counter,
pushes his right foot back, and sighs with deep satisfaction, tells me that this my cue to
leave. I walk the one mile to the bus depot, sit down on a cold metal bench, and wait.
!

!
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Definitely Full
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From biophilia to bibliophilia...
and then back again.
Contextualising The Ocelli within ecological and archival discourse.
Cinema often uses very specific narrative tropes to describe humanity’s relationship to the
natural world. The apocalypse narrative has been popular of late, perhaps galvanised by
civilisation’s precarious and sometimes threatening relation to its natural environment and
the spectre of climate change. In Lars Von Trier’s recent film Melancholia, a cataclysmic
collision takes place between the Earth and a mysterious planet. The catastrophe is
prophesised by a female protagonist, who is engaged in a unique psychic bond with the
natural world. Her character represents a biophilia that is openly ridiculed by the film’s
more pragmatic characters, building an allegory around discordant relations between
the human race and other universal ecologies. Melancholia’s apocalyptic narrative might
be interpreted as a descendant of the historical discourses of romantic painting, that
depicted lone figures dwarfed by threatening natural landscapes or ships cast adrift in
tempestuous storms.
Human relations to the natural world are an on-going concern in the films of the ARKA group.
Their 2011 work EXTRAMISSION recounted one biology professor’s enamourment with
exotic landscapes and his attempts to commit the perfect portrait of their topography
to film. As a consequence of his obsessive quest to capture ideal nature, he descends
into frustrated insanity. Likewise The Ocelli tells of a man who becomes infested by the
spores of Armillaria, a three-mile wide mushroom composed of a web of rhizomatic white
fibres. Based on the cordycep mushroom that penetrates the skin of insects and sprouts
through their skull, Armillaria bewitches and consumes the body of the unnamed male
protagonist, enveloping human flesh with her fungal form. Her level of agency in this
process is difficult to read, for we are made to understand through the film’s narration,
that Armillaria is slowly becoming sentient.
In his essay Robinson in Ruins: New materialism and the archaeological imagination
Paul Dave draws on new materialist philosophy to expose alternative paradigms for the
depiction of the non-human in film; that often specifically address the issue of distributed
agency. He is concerned with “mutual entanglement between nature and human life”1 as
an alternative to conventional dichotomies that tend to embody hierarchical or emotive
constructs of civilisations under threat from vengeful nature. This equivalent distribution
of agency suggests a point of biophilic contact that might recall Armillaria’s fibrous
intertwining with flesh. It is the viral spread of an ecology that draws together human and
non-human matter as co-dependant agents. The film’s male lead appears so enchanted
by the glistening black objects that Armillaria deposits at the surface of the soil, that
we might imagine his integration into this conjoined ecosystem as the merging of two
complicit parts. According to new materialist philosopher Timothy Morton’s vision for
the future of interspecies relations: “being a person means never being sure that you’re
one. In an age of ecology without nature, we would treat many more beings as people
while deconstructing our ideas about what counts as people.”2 Armillaria is a porous and
prolific natural form that expresses a base material contingency between human and
plant matter.
It should not escape our attention that Paul Dave’s essay on new materialism in film
takes Patrick Keiller’s Robinson in Ruins as his primary case study. Keiller‘s sedate
narratives and predilection for long static shots dampened by melancholia have been
hugely influential on the filmmaking of the ARKA group. Stylistically The Ocelli’s mellow
trajectory and disembodied narrative voices are used to conjure the same dreamlike
state of detachment that is so integral to Keiller’s cinematic oeuvre.
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While The Ocelli is laden with found imagery and sounds from diverse cultures appropriated
from external sources, Robinson in Ruins is an exercise in methodological realism that
takes a singular approach to a specific perspective on British culture. This divergence of
approaches underlines The Ocelli’s status as a complex assemblage of overlapping metanarratives that breaks with the linear forms of more traditional filmmaking.
Fundamental to the ARKA group’s approach to film is a desire to implicate their audience
as active participants in the process of constructing meaning. The central narrative of The
Ocelli is interwoven with footage collected from the archives of the now defunct charity
Sightsavers and closely cropped shots of a group of school children exploring the Sir John
Soane’s Museum in London. As with all archival collections, these materials represent
subjective spaces where information is collated in order to advocate a predetermined point
of view. Sightsavers’ depictions of adults and children enduring blindness, photophobia
and cataracts would have been generated as fundraising tools to galvanise a perspective
of Otherness and encourage sensations of pity and fear. As an archive they perform the
function of an instrumentalist body of knowledge that Jacques Derrida referred to in
Archive Fever as: “a single corpus, in a system or synchrony in which all the elements
articulate the unity of the ideal configuration.”3 While working with the archive, the
ARKA group occupy a place within this hermeneutic manipulation of subjects. Yet the
pictorial body of The Ocelli is regularly punctuated by cavernous black gaps where no
images appear. From out of these empty spaces a disembodied narrator reminds the
viewer that: “you are present and active, in fact you play a larger part in your experience
than anything you will see on this screen.”4 Using the power of suggestion, The Ocelli
seeks to position the viewer as sensorial and critical collaborator in the creation of
meaning. In doing so it attempts to flatten the hierarchies of knowledge interpretation
and to redistribute agency between artist and audience. Recalling Armillaria’s voracious
webbing with human flesh, the film returns to the theme of cohesive joining.
In spite of this commitment to usurping the principles of knowledge, it is easy to identify a
scholarly love of research and a bibliophilic engagement with the minutiae of scientific
meaning in The Ocelli. The narrative is densely packed with informational addresses to
the viewer such as “the area that your nail covers is the same size as the central point
of focus on the back wall of your eye.”5 Indeed the ARKA group often collaborates with
scientists, psychologists and experts in other disciplines during their working process.
This parasitic borrowing of formalist and positivist knowledge is part of an open-ended
and organic process that characterises the ARKA group’s dialogical approach. Yet their
primary concern is not with information itself, but with creating a framework for the
viewer to reassemble the material on their own terms.
When watching The Ocelli you are invited to become part of a circular conversation;
to reconfigure the beautiful and surreal images that are imparted to you as they dance
against the back of your eyes.

1. Paul Dave, Robinson in Ruins: New materialism and the archeological imagination,
Radical Philosophy (Sept/Oct 2011) pp.31
2. Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought (Harvard University Press, 2010)
pp.8
3. Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression (University of Chicago Press,
1996) pp.10
4. & 5. Quote from the script of The Ocelli
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Ppfffffffffttttt you can see me get in here…pfffft when I first get in it squeezes up quite a bit pppfffttttt………ffffffpphhhhtttttt……1
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Elephant
An elephant walks into a dark room and is met by whispery speculations too quiet to
be deciphered. It is treading gently so as not to cause alarm. Each circular foot hovers
centimetres above the ground before delicately touching the concrete floor. This is
futile. The concrete lets out a groan that reverberates, silencing the small crowd who
are gathered in the room. A few moments have passed. The hushed voices are regrouping
speaking in tones so soft the elephant can barely make out the words.
Is it human?
The elephant holds still.
Good god, they say, no.
Yes definitely no, without a shadow of a doubt… but beyond this they really have no
idea.
Shall we switch on the lights?
Yes, yes, good idea. Lets have a look.
And so one of them takes a few cautious steps across the room. He whispers:
I feel the wall.
Someone says: great.
The hiss of his fingers as they run across the wall stops.
Are you ready?
He flicks on the switch. The elephant freezes, takes a deep breath in and looks back over
its left shoulder at the small crowd. There are less of them than it had expected. The
three humans stare in silence.
Well, says the man at the light switch, that’s a relief. And he folds his hanky in half and
dabs at the sweat on his forehead.
Yes, says the woman stepping back in the direction of the door, yes, she says, what a
relief.
The elephant turns to face the third member of the group. It’s a young man with a guitar
on his knee and a plectrum between his teeth. His eyes are fixed on the elephant. They
all wait for the man to say something, anything. The elephant’s knees grow weak.
The door opens and a woman enters the room. She is carrying a tray with four mugs and
a cafetiere. Right folks. She is light, breezy, smiling. Coffee time. And she places the
tray on the table to the right of the elephant. So, Jessie, I was thinking there during the
break that perhaps we should try it with the lights on next time? I mean, its great to
experience the sound alone but visually it just needs a bit more… oomph.
They’re making a film about vision, the tag line is: it’s not what we see but how we see
it.
Jessie, are you okay?
The elephant steadies itself by focussing on its breathing.
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Jessie?
Her eyes are fixed on its body. The elephant is not quite sure what to do with itself. Its
trunk has gone limp, it’s just dangling from its face. It must never be the first to talk, it
knows this yet it senses if it doesn’t do something soon its whole body will melt, its trunk
will drop off, followed by its ears, its skin will shrug its body, its body will disregard its
bones.
The woman hands Jessie a cup of coffee and tells her to take a seat, she’s looking a bit
pale. A packet of chocolate digestives are tipped out on to a plate. The boy with the
guitar is strumming, serenading a spot in the distance. The man folds his hanky over and
then over again and places it in his back pocket. The woman smiles at the three of them
and says:
Wasn’t it wild last night? The rain was absolutely pelting down.
The elephant sighs. It takes the weight off its feet by dropping back until its full bulk
slaps the concrete. The floor rumbles, the table shudders and the coffee cups jump
spilling hot brown: ha! It’s Jessie. Yes, she says sponging the coffee with a tea towel, yes,
it was wild, yes, I heard there were floods.
This talk of the weather marks the end.
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...here is a constellation, a diagram of works and analysis on position and perspective. It
forms a choreography on viewership and a method of display – glimpse and glance. And a
space on the ideas of intuition and instinct...
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The film’s first frame is a window frame, fogged at the edges with breath from inside, or
with cold from outside: it’s not immediately clear if we are inside or out. Just discernible
in the cool wet-day light are domestic objects—the edge of a potted cheese plant, a
wooden table and chair back, spoons, a pepper grinder, a towel and a lamp. Interrupting
and across these run light-saturated projections of landscape images from an ‘outside’
somewhere, or other surfaces which reflect and filter and complicate the familiar
interior.
The voice which steadily navigates the film’s story is the artist’s own, and throughout the
film is the evidence of her just off-screen absence — in an open drier door, a mug or a
seemingly just vacated chair. Her disembodied voice takes on the significance of a light
source, directing us through a narrative which unfolds as a series of small events and
exchanges. It reads like the transcript for the everyday, seeming to happen rather than
to be told. ‘You will know the particular way in which time stood still’ says the narrating
voice, and we think of the acts of film or story-making, the way they suspend us in time
in order to build a new experience of time.
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The Uncanny, Nicolas Royle, 2003
‘I Shall Be with You on Your Wedding-Night’: Lacan and the Uncanny, Mladen Dollar,
October, Vol. 58, Rendering the Real, Autumn, 1991, pp. 5-23.
I Love Dick, Chris Kraus, 1997
Les Goddesses, Moyra Davey, 2011, 61 min.
Light Reading, Lis Rhodes, 1978, 20 min. black & white 16mm film

A Bishop Orders his Tomb, Robert Browning, 1845
Roman Letters, Evan Calder Williams, 2011
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Colophon
You blink at the plughole
Claire Adams Ferguson
Erica Eyres
Sarah Forrest
Lauren Gault
Ben Jeans Houghton & Matthew de Kersaint Giraudeau (The ARKA Group)
26 October - 2 November 2013
MEXICO, 25 Wharf Chambers, Wharf Street, Leeds, LS2 7EQ
This Reader has been produced to annotate the project You blink at the plughole bringing
together visual and textual materials from the artists, collating recent writing about
their work and sharing significant references.
You blink at the plughole is an event-based project foregrounding the expanded practices
of five artists who use moving image in their work.
Centring around a weekend programme, involving both live and installation elements,
this week-long presentation seeks to explore scenarios where the perception of the
artist or protagonist might be transferred to the viewer, taking account of conscious
subjectiveness in the consideration of reporting, found footage and sanity.
This project comes out of an ongoing conversation between Zoë Sawyer and Laura Simpson
about interdisciplinary practices and cross-regional opportunities for artists.
In addition to this pamphlet a live event with the artists on Saturday 26 October (3 7pm) and an in conversation event on Sunday 27 October (11am - 12pm) provide further
opportunity for new dialogues.
Mexico is a gallery and curatorial project in Leeds city centre which shows and supports
contemporary art. It is run by a group of Directors and has received support from Leeds
Inspired and the National Lottery through Arts Council England.
Thanks to the artists, writers and galleries for their generous contributions.
Thanks to Glasgow Film Festival.
All images and writing courtesy the artists and writers.

Published by Mexico, Leeds, October 2013.
Printed by Footprint.
Editing and design by Zoë Sawyer and Laura Simpson.
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•
Claire Adams Ferguson (b. 1990, Edinburgh) is an artist living and working in
Glasgow. She works mainly with film, performance, writing and noise with a preference for
clichéd romantic imagery and personification of inanimate objects. She also enjoys talking
to mountains and finding tedious links between apparently unrelated ideas and writing
about them.
www.claireadamsferguson.co.uk
•
Erica Eyres (b. 1980, Winnipeg) lives and works in Glasgow. Eyres graduated with
a MFA from Glasgow School of Art in 2004. She has had solo exhibitions at The Centre for
Contemporary Art, Glasgow and the Kunsthaus, Erfurt, with selected group exhibitions
including PS1 New York; Plug In ICA Winnipeg; The Akureyri Art Museum, Iceland;
Collective, Edinburgh; and her work is in international collections including The Rubell
Family Collection, Miami and The David Roberts Collection, London.
www.ericaeyres.com
•
Sarah Forrest (b. 1981, Dundee) is an artist based in Glasgow who works with
video, sculpture, writing and performance. She graduated from the Glasgow School of
Art (MFA) in 2010. Recent exhibitions include (solo): CCA Glasgow (with Mounira Al Sohl),
September 2013; P is for Protagonist, Glasgow Sculpture Studios, 2011; (group) Curated
by Jan Verwoert: Next to Perplexed You, Galerie Martin Janda, Vienna, October 2013;
Absence of Evidence is not Evidence of Absence, Supplement, London, 2012; that now, City
Gallery Wellington, New Zealand, 2013; unsmoothmaking, Transmission Gallery, Glasgow,
2013; Playing with undead things, Kortrijk, Belgium, 2012; Magic Love Trade Objects, Art
Geneve, Geneva, 2012 and In the Shadow of the Hand, Glasgow International Festival of
Visual Art, 2012 with Virginia Hutchison.
•
Lauren Gault (b. 1986, Belfast) lives and works in Glasgow. She graduated with
a BA from Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design in 2008. Recent exhibitions
include Sweet Ensilage, Tramway, Glasgow, 2013; Granular and Crumb, Edinburgh
Sculpture Workshop, 2013; My Very Easy Method Just Speeds Up Naming Planets, Glasgow
Project Room, 2013; WETODRY, Sierra Metro, Edinburgh, 2011; Who would you rather?,
Intermedia, CCA Glasgow, 2011; BOLD TENDENCIES IV, Hannah Barry Gallery, London, 2010;
and Lacks, the duchy, Glasgow 2010. Gault was Chair of GENERATORprojects, Dundee,
2009 - 2010 and has an upcoming project with Spike Associates, Spike Island, Bristol,
2013.
www.laurengault.co.uk
•
For each new work that they make, Ben Jeans Houghton & Matthew de Kersaint
Giraudeau re-define the ARKA group as a fluid collective of creative collaborators who aim
to make scientific and philosophical concepts tangible to a wider audience.
Ben Jeans Houghton (b.1984, Newcastle) creates work in sculpture, installation, film,
photography, drawing, writing and performance. He is currently completing an MFA at
Newcastle University. He has exhibited internationally in Germany, Greece, Japan, North
Africa, South Asia, and the USA, whilst regularly exhibiting in the UK with organisations
such as BALTIC, Space In Between, CIRCA Projects, Globe Gallery and Generator Projects.
Recent projects include Stilllife a short film commissioned by Channel 4; set design
for Tender Buttons’ reworking of Susan Sontag’s Alice In Bed; a piece of fiction Coping
With Theandor commissioned by COPY for Yorkshire Sculpture Park; and You Are Here an
exhibition at Globe Gallery.
www.benjeanshoughton.co.uk
Matthew de Kersaint Giraudeau (b. 1985) is an artist, writer and musician who works in
London. He is an Open School East associate. He has exhibited internationally in Poland,
Italy and Sweden, whilst regularly exhibiting in the UK with organisations such as Space
In Between, Ceri Hand, Wysing Arts Centre and The Royal Standard. Recent exhibitions
include Implausible Imposters at Ceri Hand, London; Response – Rall – Response at Arcade,
London; and HIND LAND at 28 Piazza Di Pietra, Rome. He recently took part in Domestic
Pursuits: Caddy Life, a live broadcasting project by Field Broadcast, and is commissioned
to create a new performance for Experimentica13 in Cardiff in November 2013.
www.dekersaint.blogspot.co.uk
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